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Dear Fellow Foundrymen,

After the euphoria of the AGM and induction of the new IIF office bearers last month, 
now it’s back to the grind as we settle down and start moving ahead with all the 
programmes that need to be implemented this year. One of the biggest thrusts this 
year is Yogyata Vikas worker training and skill development programme which was 
conceived last year under IIF’s Immediate Past President Mr. N Krishna Samaraj and 
launched in August 2016.
There is a critical shortage of skilled labour in foundries and this has surfaced as 
a recurring theme at many CEO Meets held by IIF in the past year. Although some 
large foundries have their own very thorough internal training programmes, the 
industry as a whole needs a planned and structured approach to training and skill 
development. This is also needed if the foundry industry aims to achieve its growth 
targets of reaching 20 million tonnes of castings production by 2025 from its current 
level of 12 million tonnes.
Rather than simply accept the situation as a fait accompli, IIF has taken these inputs 
from CEOs of foundries across the spectrum and decided to be proactive about it. 
Thus, was conceived a comprehensive on-site shop-floor training programme for 
workers, in their local language for maximum effectiveness. The onus of designing 
the modules was entrusted to the Centre for Education and Training (CET), one of 
IIF’s three Centres of Excellence, and has been very capably spearheaded by CET’s 
Chairman Dr. N P Sinha. 
Ten modules have been designed so far, covering major foundry practices from 
methoding and pattern design to moulding and melting operations, with inputs from 
a large team of experienced foundry professionals and academicians. Again in the 
next phase, these translate into numerous local languages (Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, 
Tamil, Kannada, Telugu, Bengali), proofread all the content, and then lay it all out 
neatly in standardised presentation formats and you get some idea of the magnitude 
of work behind the scenes involved in making this happen.
However, simply developing modules will not do the trick. IIF has brought on-board 
trainers across the country, who are not only experienced foundrymen but who are 
able to travel to local foundries in their region and explain the modules in detail. To 
ensure standardisation of training quality across the country, IIF has undertaken an 
extensive programme of ‘Train The Trainers’. So when the programme was launched 
in August 2016, it was a comprehensive effort by the best minds in the industry 
and designed to have maximum impact on helping foundry shop-floor personnel 
understand their own roles and actions better.
As they say, the proof of the pudding is in the eating. The first few foundries who 
have signed up for various modules have given very positive feedback and IIF is 
constantly looking to fine-tune the modules based on inputs to make them even 
more practical. More modules are in the pipeline, on non-ferrous castings, health 
and safety and laboratory testing, all of which are relevant to foundries in the field.
Exciting times lie ahead for the foundry industry and for IIF. Watch this space for 
more developments!
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